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ABSTRACT
Jet Propulsion Lab and Vescent Photonics Inc. and are jointly developing an innovative ultra-3
compact (volume < 10 cm3), ultra-low power (<10 Watt-hours per measurement and zero power
consumption when not measuring), completely non-mechanical Liquid Crystal Waveguide Fourier
Transform Spectrometer (LCWFTS) that will be suitable for a variety of remote-platform, in-situ
measurements. These devices are made possible by novel electro-evanescent waveguide
architecture, enabling “monolithic chip-scale” Electro Optic-FTS (EO-FTS) sensors. The potential
performance of these EO-FTS sensors include: i) a spectral range throughout 0.4-5 μm (25000 –
2000 cm-1), ii) high-resolution (Δλ ≤ 0.1 nm), iii) high-speed (< 1 ms) measurements, and iv) rugged
integrated optical construction. This performance potential enables the detection and quantification
of a large number of different atmospheric gases simultaneously in the same air mass and the rugged
construction will enable deployment on previously inaccessible platforms. The sensor construction
is also amenable for analyzing aqueous samples on remote floating or submerged platforms. We will
report a proof-of-principle prototype LCWFTS sensor that has been demonstrated in the near-IR
(range of 1450-1700 nm) with a 5 nm resolution. This performance is in good agreement with
theoretical models, which are being used to design and build the next generation LCWFTS devices.

1. INTRODUCTION
Traditional Fourier transform spectrometers possess two major advantages over grating, prism, and
circular variable filter (CVF) spectrometers. One is the time-multiplexing effect. The Michelson
interferometer's single detector views all the wavelengths (within the sensor passband)
simultaneously throughout the entire measurement. This effectively lets the detector collect data on
each wavelength for the entire measurement time, measuring more photons and therefore, results in
higher signal-to-noise ratio, at best for situations where the source is stable. The other is the
throughout advantages since the FTS does not need spatial filters (e.g. slit) in the optical light path.
However, traditional FTIR spectrometers, used in flight missions, obtain their optical delay by
physically translating one or more optical components. This translation mechanism dominates the
risk, cost, power consumption, and performance of such instruments because:
• Over the course of a 5-year mission, tens of millions of strokes will be required, making wear
or fatigue a serious risk
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• The moving optical element cannot be rigidly held, making it sensitive to vibration and requiring
that it be "caged" during launch to prevent damage, adding risk (failure of the caging mechanism to
reopen)
• Accelerating and decelerating the optical elements can torque the spacecraft, making it difficult
to maintain accurate pointing.
A high-resolution FTIR spectrometer without moving parts therefore represents a substantial
improvement in reliability, mission duration, and performance. It also promises to be much smaller
in size and mass and less power consumptive.
We have been developing a compact LCWFTS sensor with the following performance features:
ultra-compact (volume < 10 cm3), ultra-low power (<10-3 Watt-hours per measurement and zero
power consumption when not measuring), completely non-mechanical electro-optic Fourier
transform spectrometer (E-O FTS), operating at the near IR near-IR (range of 1450-1700 nm)
utilizing an electro-evanescent liquid crystal (LC)-waveguide architecture.
FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared) spectroscopy has been established as a powerful tool for
measurements of atmospheric trace gases. Using the sun or moon as light source, between 20-30
trace gases of the tropo- and stratosphere can be detected and qualified from their absorption
features.
This LCWFTS consists of: i) a unique LC-waveguide architecture as the solid-state time delay
device whose optical path difference (OPD) can be precisely varied utilizing voltage control, ii) a
photodetector diode, and iii) an external light/sample collecting devices tailored for either in-situ gas
and/or rock sample analysis or for remote atmospheric gas analysis. In operation, letting the light
beams pass through the LC cladded waveguide generates a time delay with respect to each
wavelength. This time delay can be precisely controlled by controlling the voltage applied. This
innovative E-O scanning scheme enables precise time delay data similar to that obtained by a
conventional mechanical FTS that uses a Michelson interferometer. However, by eliminating all
moving parts, the proposed E-O FTS will be less fragile with much higher reliability and durability.

The LCWFTS, upon full construction, will result in over 3 orders of magnitude reduction in mass,
volume, power, and telemetry rate relative to existing Fourier transform Spectrometers such as the
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR, widely deployed for Earth Orbiting observation missions) , MiniThermal Emission Spectrometer (Mini-TES, to be deployed with Athena Mars exploration rovers)
instrumentation. This sensor will operate at a spectral range throughout 0.4 -5 μm (25000 – 2000
cm-1, thereby allowing high-resolution, high-speed measurement of a large number of different
atmospheric gases simultaneously in the same airmass. This unique capability meets those required
by both the NASA Mars Exploration Program (MEP) and the Discovery Missions. It can also be
used for analyzing surface reflection for solids such as Martian rock samples.
The LCWFTS sensor will provide a unique remote sensing and In-situ gas and rock/soil sensing
capability to address a variety of NASA strategic objectives. Compared to the successful Shuttleborne Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy (ATMOS) FTS, the proposed EO-FTS system
provides a new class of remote sensing instruments with over 3 orders of magnitude reduction in
mass, volume, power, and telemetry rate. For instance, the ATMOS FTS has a volume of ~ 1 m3,
250 kg, and 200 watts. The next version design still had a volume of ~0.25 m3, mass of 20-25 kg,
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and power of 50 watts. The proposed innovative EO-FTS has ultra-compact volume < 10-5 m3, < 0.1
kg, ultra-low power < 0.06 Watt and zero power consumption when not measuring.
The low-mass, low-power, high-resolution characteristics, and adaptability to both in-situ and
remote sensing environments of the proposed LCWFTS sensor will make it suitable for its inclusion
in all spacecraft including flybys, orbiters, landers, as well as in the deployments of airplanes or
balloons in planetary atmospheres, Earth orbiting telescopes and sample return missions to various
solar System bodies. in-situ and/or remote sensing of gas measurements in the entire discovery
mission. For example, operating in solar occultation mode, the LCWFTS spectrometer would cover
the 1 to 2.5 micron region (10000 - 4000 cm-1) with high signal-to-noise ratio and spectral resolution
(0.25 cm-1). Many atmospheric gases have their strongest absorption bands in the 1 to 2.5 micron
region. These include NO, NO2, CO2, CO, OCS, N2O, HNO3, and N2O5, providing many
opportunities for interesting science. For example, all the principle components of atmospheric Knox
(NO+NO2) and Nay (NOx+HNO3+2.N2O5+ClNO3) can be measured in this spectral region. These
species are the major cause of stratospheric ozone destruction and require careful monitoring to
gauge their response to climate change and changing amounts of stratospheric chlorine.

The LCWFTS gives the ability to make highly precise measurements of key tracers of atmospheric
transport. Providing measurements of gases important for the photochemical regulation of 0, in the
stratosphere over a wide range of conditions; using high quality tropospheric spectra to measure
concentrations of H2O, 03, CO, HNO3 and other species important for regulating OH; providing
simultaneous observations of temperature, aerosol, ozone and water vapor for improved diagnosis of
climate forcing; monitoring growth rates of greenhouse gases and precursors of 0, depleting
catalysts; and detecting and monitoring industrial emissions of replacement compounds:
fingerprinting the state of the atmosphere with high quality infrared spectra to preserve a record of
gases which are growing in importance. This interferometer is insensitive to thermal and
mechanical misalignment.
The key challenge to replacing the opto-mechanics has been realizing an EO material that provides
sufficient voltage tunability over OPD. Typical EO crystals realize only a few microns of tunability
of OPD, which is suitable for intensity modulators but hardly provides a viable replacement for
opto-mechanics. This is especially true for FTS applications, where the magnitude of OPD is
inversely related to the spectral resolution. In the next section we will discuss our liquid crystalwaveguide architecture that provides unprecedented voltage tunability over OPD.

2. CHIP-SCALE MONOLITHIC LC WAVEGUIDE FTS SYSTEM DESIGN
A detailed schematic of how a LC-waveguide may be used as an interferometer is depicted in Figure
1. The drawing is not to scale, but rather the waveguide core and cladding size is enhanced for
visual clarity. The actual thickness of the waveguide lower cladding (≈8 μm) and core (≈1 μm) will
be very small. The total length, however, will be on the order of 2-10 cm, depending on the desired
range of OPD values. Specifically, the light to be analyzed is polarized 45o to the waveguide
surface, and therefore equally couples into both the TE and TM modes. An LC waveguide section is
used to vary the OPD between the TE and TM modes, which replaces the movable mirror. Finally,
the two polarization-separate beams are recombined by means of a polarizer, which is aligned 45o
with respect to the waveguide surface. To obtain the interferogram, one varies the OPD between TE
and TM modes (via the LC waveguide), and records at the detectors the OPD dependent interference
between them. All these elements will be integrated into a monolithic opto-block, thereby
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eliminating all moving components and surmounting the foremost impediment to FTS
miniaturization and cost reduction.
Depicted in Figure 1 is a divided upper electrode, providing two control voltages, one for large
stroke adjustment to the TE/TM OPD, and the other for application of a high speed OPD dither
(advantageous for noise reduction). Also, the two detector signals will be phase shifted with respect
to one another. Auto-balancing circuits based on the two individual signals ratio-ed to their sum can
be used to minimize the impact of source fluctuations. Also not shown are electrodes that are used
for active waveguide dispersion compensation. This is the key, since optical waveguides possess
significant geometric dispersion.
2.1 The Liquid Crystal Waveguide Architecture
As shown in Figure 2, the LC, instead of being used in a cell format, is used as an active cladding
layer in waveguide architecture. In this way, the light skims along the surface of an LC layer. This
electro-evanescent architecture circumvents limitations of traditional LC-optics: i) the light never
crosses a transparent electrode, ii) the light only interacts with the well-behaved LC-surface layer via
the evanescent field, and perhaps most importantly iii) the interaction length is now decoupled from
the LC-layer thickness. In this way, the light interacts only with the surface layer of the LC cell,
where the molecules are highly ordered (dramatically lower scattering loss) and they respond rapidly
to both increases and decreases in electric field (surface mode effect greatly increases the speed,
typical relaxation times for LC waveguides are on the order of 500 μsec).

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a liquid crystal waveguide based interferometer
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Figure 2 A)
A The basic geo
ometry of an LC
C-waveguide. Thhe light is confinned to a core andd the LC is an electrooptic uppper cladding. As the index of refrraction of the upper cladding is tuned
t
the “effecttive index” of thhe
guided mode
m
is also tuned
d. B) A side view
w of a liquid cryystal waveguide. In a slab wavegguide the light iss
guided inn the x dimension
n, but is free to propagate
p
as Gauussian beams, shheets, or even 1D
D image in the pllane.

2.2 Spectrall Resolution
Similar to
t a convention
nal FTS, the sppectral resolutioon, Δσ , of thhe proposed EO
O-FTS is related to
the maxiimum optical path
p difference, Δx, or equivaalently, the maxximum time deelay, δmax, betw
ween
the two interfering
i
wav
ves: Δδ =

1
1
=
. Ouur current LC-w
waveguide devvices
2πOPD
O
2πd (no − ne )

have greeater than 1 mm
m of OPD, and we have desiggns for up to 1 or even 10 cm of OPD in a
wrappedd channel devicce. Thus the spectral resolutioon of <0.3 cm-11 (i.e. in sub-naanometer rangee at
about 2μ
μm IR spectral band) can in principle
p
be reaalized.

2.33 Waveguidee Developmentt
ures that are reequired for efffective LC waaveguide OPD control necesssitate a
The wavveguide structu
tightly confined,
c
high--contrast desiggn. The core or
o guide layer must have ann index that is higher
than the LC cladding, i.e.,
i ncore > 1.755. More speciffically, a thin (<
( 1 μm), high index (n>1.8) core is
ore layer pushees a significannt fraction of the evanescennt wave into the
t LC
optimal. The thin co
h
index ensures
e
claddingg, thereby incrreasing the tottal achievable electro-optic OPD. The higher
sufficiennt intensity neear the surfacee layer of thee LC, therebyy increasing sppeed and decrreasing
scatterinng losses. Thiss need must be balanced wiith the pragmaatic needs of: i) efficient cooupling
between the light sourcce (be it fiber or
o other broadbband light sourrce), and ii) low
w loss operatioon. Our
ovides very low
w waveguide losses of < 0.3 dB/cm and has integratedd mode
waveguiide design pro
converteers that provid
de very high coupling
c
efficiiencies of > 85%.
8
Our wavveguide are cuurrently
processeed on 4 inch siilicon wafers. An example of
o a typical LC
C-waveguide wafer
w
run is shown in
Figure 3. This wafer contains
c
five inndividual devicces.
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Figure 3. An image of on
ne wafer from a waveguide
w
founddry run. There are
a five dies on this
t one wafer. Visible
V
nd out coupling regions (rectanggles at the left annd right) and the LC region (largge
in the picture are the in an
T LC interactiion region is appproximately 4 cm
m long.
rectangle in the middle. The

Three diifferent waveguide geometriees have been explored
e
for LC-Waveguide FTS devices. These
three designs are show
wn in Figure 4.
4 All three deesigns incorpoorate adiabatic mode-convertters for
o-waveguide couplings. All three designs also
a incorporatte a micro-wavveplate,
efficientt light source-to
which fllips the TE and TM polarizaation half way through the waveguide,
w
theereby setting thhe zero
OPD poiint at zero volttage. In order to
t have a zero optical path diifference point, the waveguidde must
be self compensated. Specifically,, the significaant geometric birefringence will make thhe zero
p
correspo
ond to a large OPD differencce point. Statted differently,, the TE polarrization
voltage point
sees a different
d
opticaal path than the TM polarizaation. In order to cancel thiis out, we inseert a ½
waveplaate mid-way th
hrough the devvice. This intterchanges thee TE and TM polarizations, which
causes zero
z
voltage on
n the LC to coorrespond to a zero optical path
p
delay poinnt. This is thee same
techniquue that renderss planar waveeguide telecom
m devices, succh as arrayed waveguide grratings,
polarizattion independeent. While opticcal waveguides provide comppactness and ruuggedness, thee single
mode deesign also ressults in signifiicant geometriic dispersion, which can wash
w
out the spectral
s
resolutioon. Therefore, all of the designs also incoorporate a disppersion compennsation region. This
dispersioon compensatio
on region is coontrolled with a separate eleectrode via a proprietary
p
algoorithm.
At the cost of about 20% of the totaal OPD we havve realized disspersion compeensation over several
w spectral windows.
w
100 nm wide
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Figure 4 The
T above figuree displays the thhree waveguide architectures
a
thatt we are using foor LC-Waveguidde EOFTS. Alll three of them have
h
“exploded mode”
m
input/outpput regions, wheerein the guided beam is expandeed to
realize more efficient cou
upling. This expploded mode region is also used for insertion of the
t half waveplaate,
r
for settiing of the zero OPD
O
point. The middle figure shhows a channel waveguide
w
desiggn. The
which is required
bottom figure shows a TIIR design, with the
t half waveplaate inserted. Thee top design is a straight-throughh slabh no beam redireection. This dessign is optically simpler, but the total path lengthh is cut
waveguidde approach, with
in half, which
w
limits the resolution
r
of the device.

2.4 Broadband
d Light Sourcee
Key to a complete FTS
S sensor system
m is the approppriate broadbannd light sourcee. The LC wavveguide
interferoometer requiress a high spatiall coherence, i.ee., all of the light must be coonfined to the guided
mode. In
I addition to the
t high spatiaal coherence requirement, low
w temporal cohherence is sougght, for
broadbannd spectral co
overage. Whiile numerous possibilities exist
e
(e.g., haalogen lamps, heated
elementss, LEDs), an especially
e
attractive, very com
mpact and low
w noise option is provided byy super
luminesccent diodes (S
SLDs). SLDs with single-m
mode broadbannd powers of 10-20 mw arre now
commerccially availablee. As an exam
mple, companies such as Supeerlum Diodes, Ltd.
L provide arrrays of
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five SLD
Ds to provide extended specctral coverage. For greater spectral coverrage, this arrayy could
incorporrate as many SLDs as desiired; exampless of 32 elemeent diode arraays are given in the
literaturee.

3. PROTOTYPE LC
CWFTS CON
NSTRUCTIO
ON AND TE
ESTING
3.1 LCWF
FTS System In
ntegration and
d Results
A LC waaveguide, operrational in the near-IR
n
band, has
h been built and tested. Thhe LC waveguiide and
its close--up view show
wing the disperssion compensaation approach is shown in Figgure 5.

Figure 5: A. The prototyp
pe LC-Waveguidde for operation in the near-IR. B. close-up view
w of a LC Waveguide
nsation approachh.
with a disspersion compen

We havee accomplished
d a LCWFTS breadboard
b
include the wavegguide, the SLD
D light source and
a the
driving electronics.
e
A picture
p
of this LCWFTS
L
is shhown in Figuree 6.
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Figure 6. A. A picture of the LCWFT
TS electronics driver
d
(the LC waveguide opptics head is plaaced
b B. The schhematic diagraam of the electrronic control fuunctional blockk
separatelly outside the box.
diagram of the LCWFT
TS driver.
The overrall LCWFTS breadboard
b
settup picture is shhown in Figuree 7.

Figurre 7. Picture off the overall LC
CWFTS system
m laboratory setup.
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3.2 Experimeental Results
We have performed experimental
e
i
investigation
o the system spectral impuulse response of the
on
TS. First, waveeguide interferrometer outputt interferogram
m of the SLD light source and
a the
LCWFT
reconstruucted spectral waveform
w
is shhown in Figuree 8.

Figure 8. A. The LCW
WFTS output intterferogram off the input SLD
D light source emission.
e
B. Thhe
reconstruucted (Inverse FFT) spectral waveform of the
t light sourcee.
In a seccond experimeental investigaation, we havee placed a naarrow spectral band notchedd filter
bandwiddth into the inp
put light path of the LCWF
FTS. The meassured output innterferogram and
a the
correspoonding reconstrructed spectraal waveform iss shown in Figgure 9. It is noted
n
that the central
wavelength (CWL) iss 1550 nm annd the full-wiidth half-maxii- mum (FWH
HM) is 12 nm
m. The
WL of the notchh filter.
throughpput waveform shown in Figuure 9b matchedd perfectly welll with the CW
The meaasured bandwid
dth is 15 nm. This
T means thaat the spectral resolution
r
of thhe LCWFTS iss about
3-4 nm that
t also match
hes with the dessign.
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Figure 9. A. Output in
nterferogram with
w a notch filter inserted intoo the light pathh of the LCWFT
TS. B.
The recoonstructed specctral waveform
m.
We havee also experim
mentally evaluaated the effectiiveness of the dispersion com
mpensation. We
W have
measured the output sp
pectral using a single frequenncy tunable laseer source. As shown
s
in Figurre 10 A
w
turning
g the dispersioon compensatiion electrode, the spectral waveform beggins to
(left), without
deviate from
f
a sharp im
mpulse as the wavelength iss incrementallyy tuned upwardd. On the otherr hand,
with appplying compensation driving signal to the waveguide,
w
thee output spectral waveform remains
sharp thrroughout the tu
uning range off the tunable lasser source. In Figure 10 B, (right),
(
the FW
WHM of
the LCW
WFTS remains constant with dispersion com
mpensation. Hoowever, the FW
WHM start to broaden
b
as it is measure
m
away from
f
the calibraation wavelenggth.
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4. SUM
MMARY
A protootype LCWFTS sensor breaadboard was designed
d
and built and tessted. The proototype
spectrom
meter is a fully
y packaged sysstem with a neear-IR spectrall range from about
a
1450-17000 nm,
with a sppectral resolutiion of about 4 nm. The inteegrated light soource is a supeer-luminescentt diode.
The systtem is designed
d for in-situ annalysis, though both remote annd reflectance systems are poossible.
These reesults of our ex
xperimentally investigations
i
d
demonstrated
t feasibility of the LC wavveguide
the
based noon-mechanicall FTS systemss. We have developed
d
an effective disppersion compennsation
mechaniism by utilizing
g a double elecctrode design to
t drive the waaveguide. Furthhermore, enginneering
improvements to the sy
ystem will impprove the resoluution to 0.5 nm
m and possiblyy even 0.1 nm, all in a
small, loow power, and non-mechanical package.
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